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Abstract

In this paper we present a technique for Worst-Case
Execution Time (WCET) analysis for pipelined proces-
sors. Our technique uses a standard simulator instead
of special-purpose pipeline modeling.

Our technique handle CPUs that execute multiple
shorter instructions in parallel with long-running in-
structions. The results of other machine analyses, like
cache analysis, can be used in our pipeline analysis.
Also, results from high-level program ow analysis can
be used to tighten the execution time predictions.

Our primary target is embedded real-time systems,
and since processor simulators are standard equipment
for embedded development work, our tool will be easy
to port to relevant target processors.

Keywords: WCET, pipeline analysis, hard real-time,
embedded systems

1. Introduction

The purpose of Worst-Case Execution Time
(WCET) analysis is to provide a priori information
about the worst possible execution time of a program
before using the program in a system.

Knowing the WCET of a program or piece of a pro-
gram is a necessary part of designing and verifying real-
time systems. Considering that every day, more and
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more devices are being controlled by embedded real-
time systems (from kitchen appliances through power
grids to cars and other vehicles), the value of having re-
liable software cannot be overestimated. In many cases,
a failure of an embedded real-time system will lead to
a disaster, sometimes including the loss of human life.

WCET estimates are used in real-time systems de-
velopment to perform scheduling and schedulability
analysis [2, 3], to determine whether performance goals
are met for periodic tasks, and to check that interrupts
have su�ciently short reaction times.

To be valid, a WCET estimate must be safe (i.e.
no underestimation of the execution time), and to be
useful, it must be tight (i.e. as little overestimation as
possible).

WCET analysis is performed under the assumption
that the program execution is uninterrupted (no pre-
emptions or interrupts) and that there are no interfer-
ing background activities. Issues like interrupts and
cache interference between concurrent tasks are dealt
with at a higher level (e.g. in system scheduling).

The WCET depends both on program ow (like loop
iterations and function calls), and on architectural fac-
tors like caches and pipelines. This paper is focused
on e�ects of pipelines, and we assume that we have ac-
cess to the results of program ow analysis and cache
analysis.

Our analysis technique is based on the Implicit Path
Enumeration Technique (IPET) [14, 21, 23], in which a
program is modeled at the object code level as a set of
basic blocks1. To each basic block, execution times and
execution counts (representing the number of times the
basic block is executed in the worst-case execution of
the program) are attached.

Constraints on the execution counts are used to
model program ow. The �nal execution time esti-
mate is obtained by maximizing the sum of the execu-

1A basic block is a piece of object code that is always executed
in sequence, i.e. it contains no branches in or out.
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tion times multiplied by the execution counts, subject
to the ow constraints. There is no need to explicitly
enumerate the potential execution paths of the pro-
gram, making the analysis e�cient.

We use a simulator to obtain execution times. By
feeding the simulator with information about the mem-
ory accesses of a program, we can incorporate results
from instruction and data cache analysis.

Simulators are used extensively by embedded sys-
tems developers, and we can leverage existing simu-
lators to port our technique to a variety of hardware
platforms. Furthermore, some simulators can model
hardware external to the CPU, like memory speeds
and I/O-units. Compared to using a special-purpose
pipeline model, we gain development time, portability,
and modeling power.

The speci�c contributions of this paper are the fol-
lowing:

� We show how pipeline e�ects that reach across sev-
eral basic blocks can be exactly modeled in the
IPET framework.

� We show when execution constraints should be
added to a program in order to produce better
execution time estimates.

� We show how WCET analysis can make use
of existing simulators, rendering special-purpose
pipeline models unnecessary.

Paper outline: Section 2 presents previous work in
the WCET �eld and Section 3 gives an overview of our
WCET analysis method. Section 4 presents the prob-
lem of long-running instructions, and Section 5 how
we model them in the IPET framework. Section 6 ties
everything together by introducing an algorithm for
timing analysis based on a simulator. Section 7 dis-
cusses the real-life applicability of our approach. Fi-
nally, Sections 8 and 9 present our conclusions and
plans for future work.

2. Previous Work

The IPET methodology for WCET analysis was in-
troduced by Puschner and Schedl [23]. A similar ap-
proach was presented by Li and Malik [14].

The method was extended by Ottosson and Sj�odin
to include the modeling of instruction and data caches
and pipeline overlap between pairs of basic blocks [21].
Unfortunately, pipeline e�ects across more than two
basic blocks were ignored and integrating the cache
modeling into IPET made the execution time of the
analysis very high.

We extend and re�ne the approach of Ottosson and
Sj�odin by modeling pipeline e�ects across an arbitrary
number of basic blocks, by demonstrating how pipeline
execution times can be obtained using a simulator, and
by considering the cache analysis as a separate step.

Theiling and Ferdinand [26] use a separate cache
analysis combined with IPET. However, their approach
does not include the modeling of pipeline e�ects.

Park and Shaw introduced timing schemas [22], in
which WCET analysis is performed by traversing an
abstract syntax tree for a program. This approach was
extended to handle instruction caches and pipelines
by Lim et al [15]. Compared to IPET, this approach
has problems expressing complex ow constraints and
handling unstructured code. It also requires a special-
purpose pipeline model.

Another approach to timing analysis is to analyze
entire explicit paths. This approach is taken in the
work of Healy et al, where instruction cache analysis
is followed by exploration of program paths through
loops and functions [7]. Stappert and Altenbernd also
explore program paths to �nd the longest path [25].
The IPET approach di�ers from these path-based ap-
proaches by not exploring complete paths, avoiding a
potential explosion in the number of examined paths.

A di�erent approach is used by Lundqvist and Sten-
str�om, who combine ow analysis and architectural
analysis using symbolic execution inside a CPU sim-
ulator [16]. In contrast, we only simulate small pieces
of a program, and we do not need to modify the simu-
lator.

3. WCET Analysis Overview

The results presented in this paper should be con-
sidered in the context of our complete architecture for
WCET analysis, outlined in Figure 1 (a more detailed
description is given in [4]).

In order to generate a WCET estimate, a program
is processed through a number of modules:

The compiler converts the program source code
(usually C) to object code, and provides the ow analy-
sis with access to the program code. The ow analysis
determines the program ow such as loop bounds, in-
feasible paths, data dependencies, etc.

The cache analysis uses the ow information and the
object code to perform a static analysis of the cache
behavior of the program.

The cache analysis and the ow analysis de�ne ex-
ecution scenarios for the basic blocks in the program.
An execution scenario consists of a basic block together
with information on how it executes (cache hits and
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Figure 1. Overview of our WCET analysis architecture.

misses, the values of instruction operands, the speed of
memory accessed, etc.).

Figure 2(a) shows the basic blocks of an example
loop iterating at most 42 times, and Figure 2(b) shows
the execution scenarios resulting from an instruction
cache analysis in the style of Ferdinand et al [6]. We
get two execution scenarios for the body of the loop,
one for the �rst iteration, and one for the rest. The two
scenarios di�er in whether the loop body is present in
the instruction cache or not2.

(b) Execution scenarios
(a) Program

graph
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cache
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cache
hit
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C1
cache
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(c) Timing graph
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tC1=23

loops ≤42

Figure 2. Example of execution scenarios for
cache analysis.

The ow analysis will generate di�erent execution
scenarios for di�erent calls to a function, depending
on the values of parameters. This supports context-
sensitive WCET analysis, where the same function may
have several execution times, depending on the calling
context.

Given the execution scenarios (e.g. Figure 2(b)), the
pipeline analysis generates concrete execution times by
using a processor simulator to run each execution sce-
nario.

The simulator can be any simulator that can be run

2The �rst time through the loop, the loop body will be fetched
from main memory to the cache. The second and successive
iterations, however, the loop body will be in the cache and will
thus execute faster.

in trace-driven mode. It must have a cycle-accurate
model of the CPU, but it does not need to model the
semantics of the object code. The simulator must be
able to accept the information contained in the execu-
tion scenario as input.

The result of the pipeline analysis is a timing graph
(e.g. Figure 2(c)), a directed graph in which the nodes
correspond to execution scenarios, and the edges rep-
resent the program ow. The edges and nodes in the
timing graph are annotated with execution times (e.g.
tB2) and execution count variables (e.g. xB2). Possi-
ble program ows are expressed as constraints over the
execution count variables (e.g. xB2 � 41).

The �nal WCET estimate is generated by maximiz-
ing the sum of the products of the execution counts
and execution times (subject to the ow constraints):

WCET = maximize(
X

8entity

xentity � tentity) (1)

This maximization problem can be solved using either
integer linear programming [23, 26] or constraint satis-
faction techniques [21].

4. The Problem of Pipeline Analysis

The purpose of pipeline analysis is to model the
execution time e�ect of the overlap between instruc-
tions in pipelined processors. In this paper, we con-
sider pipelined CPUs that start a maximumof one sin-
gle instruction each clock cycle (single dispatch) and
that execute instructions in program order (in-order
issue) [10]. We de�ne the execution time of a se-
quence of instructions (or a single instruction) to be
the time from the point that the �rst instruction en-
ters the pipeline until the last instruction leaves the
pipeline. For illustrations, we use a simple pipeline
containing containing instruction fetch (IF), execute
(EX), and memory access (M) stages, as well as a sepa-
rate oating point (F) stage (which is used instead of
the EX and M stages). Our approach is not limited to
this pipeline structure, however.
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Figure 4. Example of pipeline overlap across multiple blocks.
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Figure 5. Example of pipeline interference across intervening blocks.

The overlap between instructions makes the execu-
tion time for a sequence of instructions (or basic blocks)
less than the sum of the execution time for the individ-
ual instructions (or basic blocks). This e�ect is illus-
trated in Figure 3, with the overlap modeling according
to Ottosson and Sj�odin [21] illustrated in pane (c).

Modeling pipeline e�ects only between pairs of ba-
sic blocks might be insu�cient, since in many cases
there can be e�ects that reach across more than two
basic blocks. Such e�ects are caused by instructions
completing execution long after the other instructions
in the basic block they belong to (what we call long-
running instructions). The inability to model this is
one of the big problems of previous versions of IPET.

For example, consider the MIPS R4000 [9], where
the integer and oating point pipelines execute in par-
allel3. Some oating point instructions require more
than 100 cycles for execution, which has the implica-

3All instructions pass through the same instruction fetch and
decode stages before splitting into the oating point or integer
pipeline.

tion that if one basic block uses oating point, and its
successors do not, the execution of the �rst block may
overlap the execution of several of its successors, and
maybe interfere with some later block.

A simple case of overlap with a long-running instruc-
tion is shown in Figure 4. Block B does not add any ex-
ecution time when executed following block A. This ef-
fect is not captured by Ottosson and Sj�odin, who make
the conservative assumption that every basic block use
all pipeline stages (if necessary by inserting extra stage
uses into blocks that do not use certain stages), which
gives a safe overestimation of the execution time.

Figure 5 shows an example of interference between a
long-running instruction and a later basic block: block
D uses oating point and gets delayed due to block A's
use of the oating point stage, despite the presence of
block B between them.

Another problem is that CPU resources can be
shared by several pipeline stages, making it possible for
later instructions to delay the execution of earlier in-
structions (common register dependencies and pipeline
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stalls only make earlier instructions delay later instruc-
tions).

The most common case is contention over the mem-
ory interface. Most CPUs only have one external mem-
ory interface, and when an instruction fetch and a data
access need to access the memory simultaneously, one
will be forced to wait.4

The severity of the problem depends on the CPU
architecture. On most embedded processors, for ex-
ample, the program is stored in internal ROM, with
a separate memory interface for RAM, making con-
tention less common. On a cached CPU, instruction
fetches and data accesses can proceed in parallel as long
as they hit the cache. On simultaneous cache misses,
however, contention will occur.

This paper describes how to determine the timing
e�ects of pipeline overlap and interference with long-
running instructions, even in the presence of shared
memory interfaces.

5. IPET Timing Model

As described above in Section 3, we model a pro-
gram as a set of nodes (representing execution scenar-
ios for basic blocks) and edges (representing possible
ows between the nodes).

The execution time (tnode) associated with each
node represents the time it takes to execute that node
in isolation. The execution count (xnode) corresponds
to the number of times the node is executed in the
worst-case execution of the program.

Furthermore, we associate timing e�ects with se-
quences of nodes. A timing e�ects (�s) represent how
the execution time changes when a sequence of nodes
is executed. The timing e�ect variables are negative
to indicate a speedup, and positive to indicate a slow-
down. Each timing e�ect variable has an associated
execution count variable (xs), representing the number
of the times the sequence is executed in the worst-case
program execution. Note that sequences can be of ar-
bitrary length. The �nal execution time formula thus
becomes (using s to denote an arbitrary sequence):

WCET = max(
X

8node

xnode � tnode +
X

8s

xs � �s) (2)

In the following sections, we will describe how the
timing e�ects and execution count constraints are de-
�ned and determined.

5.1. Timing Effects for Sequences

The execution time for a sequence of nodes (ts) is
the sum of the execution time for the nodes in the

4For a good discussion of the problem, see [12, pp. 425{427].

sequence, plus the timing e�ects for all subsequences
of the sequence (as illustrated in Figure 6):

ts =
X

8node2s

tnode +
X

8s02subsequences(s)

�s0 (3)

tA tB tC tD

δAB δBC

δABC

tAB

tABCD

δCD

δBCD

δABCD

tBC

tABC

tE

δDE

δCDE

δBCDE

δABCDE

Figure 6. Graphical illustration of how times
and timing effects sum up.

Using some algebraic manipulation of Equation 3,
we can express the timing e�ect for a sequence in
terms of the execution times for some subsequences.
Using the notation s[i::j] to indicate a subsequence
(s = s[1::l] if the length of s is l) we get:

�s = ts � ts[2::l] � ts[1::l�1] + ts[2::l�1] (4)

For example, �ABC = tABC � tAB � tBC + tB. Note that for
sequences of length two, the last term becomes zero,
e.g. �AB = tAB � tA � tB.

For the example in Figure 4, Equation 4 gives the
following values: �AB = �5 (reecting that A completely
overlaps the execution of B) and �BC = �2. For the
long sequence ABC, we get �ABC = �2, showing that the
execution of A overlaps both B and C. Taking such e�ects
into account gives a tighter execution time estimate.

In Figure 5 we show an extreme example of interfer-
ence resulting in a positive timing e�ect (�ABD = +1).
Not taking this type of e�ect into account may lead to
an underestimation of the execution time.

Timing e�ects are usually negative, since interfer-
ence only tends to make the overlap smaller, not re-
move it altogether.

Note that timing e�ects involving a certain node can
only occur as long as some instruction from the node is
still in the pipeline. This means that there is an upper
bound on the length of sequences that can have timing
e�ects. This is discussed in detail in Section 6.1 below.
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5.2. Execution Count Constraints

The WCET expression in Equation 2 requires that
we have constraints on all execution count variables.
We distinguish between four types of execution count
constraints: structural constraints, �niteness and start
constraints, sequence constraints, and tightening con-
straints.

5.2.1. Structural Constraints

Structural constraints reect the structure of the
program code. They are de�ned as constraints on the
execution counts on the edges in the timing graph (i.e.
sequences of length two), and their purpose is to pre-
serve the ow of the program. For each node, the sum
of the incoming ows is equal to the outgoing ows
[21, 23, 26] (in Figure 7, the ows into and out of node
B would give xQB + xAB = xB and xB = xBR + xBC). For
loops, we need to ensure that they are only executed
if their header block is reached (which is a little more
complex, see e.g. [21, 26]).

A xA

B xB

C xC

xAB

xBC

Q

RxR

xQ

xQB

xBR

xABC
δABC

Path with
timing effect

Figure 7. Example timing graph fragment.

5.2.2. Finiteness and Start Constraints

In addition to the ow constraints, we need con-
straints to state that the program is �nite, and that it
executes once.

The �niteness is ensured by constraining the header
block for each loop or recursive function by a loop
bound, stating the maximal number of iterations of the
loop (see e.g. [26]). The loop bounds can be derived
automatically [5, 8] or provided by manual annotation.

The program is set to execute once by constraining
the execution count of the entry node of the program
to one (i.e. xentrynode = 1).

5.2.3. Sequence Constraints

We derive an upper and a lower bound for the
number of executions of sequences longer than two.
The bounds are expressed relative to the executions of

shorter sequences, with the structural constraints rep-
resenting the shortest sequence of a single basic block.

The upper bound is needed when the timing e�ect
is positive (to bound the program execution time), and
the lower bound makes sure that the execution of a neg-
ative timing e�ect is not ignored by the maximization
function.

An upper bound on the number of executions of a
sequence is derived by noting that a sequence s (of
length l) is executed only if its two subsequences of
length l � 1 are executed. This is expressed using two
inequalities:

xs � xs[1::l�1] (5)

xs � xs[2::l] (6)

For the example in Figure 7, we get the following con-
straints for the sequence ABC: xABC � xAB, xABC � xBC.

Note that constraints for all subsequences of a se-
quence have to be generated, even if those subsequences
have no timing e�ects associated with them (for the se-
quence ABCD, we will need constraints for the sequences
ABC and BCD, etc.).

The lower bound is derived by considering the step-
wise construction of a sequence from pre�x sequences.
Intuitively, a lower bound can be derived by looking
at the ow through the timing graph: a certain num-
ber of executions enter the start of the sequence, and
at each node in the sequence, one edge leads the way
to the next node in the sequence, but there may be
other edges leading to nodes not part of the sequence,
thus diminishing the total number of executions of the
sequence.

The result is that a sequence can be executed as
many times as its pre�x of length l � 1, minus the
number of executions of all edges leaving the sequence
at the second-last node.

More formally, given a pre�x sequence p ending at
node A and executing xp times, we know that the se-
quence p � B can be executed at most xp times (where
B is the next node in the sequence following A and �
is used to represent concatenation). Furthermore, any
ows from A to nodes other than B will diminish the
number of times p � B must be executed. Thus, we
get the following lower bound, (using s[i] to pick a sin-
gle node from a sequence, and succ(n) to return all
successor nodes to node n):

xs � xs[1::l�1] �
X

8n2succ(s[l�1]) 6=s[l]

xs[l�1] � n (7)

E.g. for the sequence ABC in Figure 7, we generate the
constraint: xABC � xAB � xBR.
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5.2.4. Tightening Constraints

The constraints discussed above provide a basic
frame for the calculation of a safe WCET estimate.
However, the ow analysis might generate more de-
tailed information on the possible ows of a program,
information that can be used to produce a tighter
WCET estimate. Such information is also expressed
using constraints.

Note that IPET has no concept of \execution
paths". Only the values of the execution count vari-
ables matter for the maximization of Equation 2. This
means that it is usually su�cient to model infeasible
paths as constraints on single nodes, unless there is a
timing e�ect for a sequence along the infeasible path.
This bounds the length of sequences of nodes that need
to be considered in the ow analysis.

xB+xD≤xA

Flow constraint

B

C

E

A

D

xA

xB

xC

xE

xD

Flow graph

if(x>50)  // A
  B;
if(x<20)  // C
  D;
E;

Code fragment

Figure 8. Example infeasible path.

For example, consider Figure 8, where the path
ABCDE can never be taken. The e�ect on the exe-
cution counts can be expressed using the constraint
xB + xD � xA. This constraint is su�cient for a tight
WCET estimate, despite the fact that we do not really
state that the sequence ABCDE is infeasible. Assuming
that we pass A twice in the execution of the complete
program, it is \allowed" to �rst execute the sequence
ABCDE and then ACE. But we will still get a correct
number of executions of B and D.

However, the infeasibility of the speci�c sequence
BCD would matter if there was a timing e�ect for the
sequence (i.e. �BCD 6= 0), and this infeasibility would be
expressed by the constraint xBCD = 0. The constraints
generated for xBCD by Equations 5, 6, and 7 are not
strong enough to alone express this fact.

6. Timing E�ect Extraction

We have developed an algorithm for generating the
execution time values for a timing graph using a simu-
lator.

The basis is to use a cycle accurate simulator to
obtain the execution time for a node and sequence of
nodes. The results are then used to calculate timing
e�ects (or simply stored as times for individual nodes).
This process is illustrated in Figure 9. In the example,
tQR is smaller than the sum of tQ and tR, and thus the
timing e�ect �QR is negative (according to Equation 4).
We run sequences of length one, then of length two,
then of length three, etc., until all timing e�ects have
been captured.

Fragment of
timing graph

11

Simulation runs

15

22

Timing graph
with times

tQ=11

δQR= –4

Simulator

Simulator

Simulator

Q

R

Q

Q

R

R

Q

R tR=15

Figure 9. Timing effects using a simulator.

The algorithm for extracting pipeline timing e�ects
is given in Figure 10 where TGraph is the timing graph,
and CspSet is the set of ow constraints, execution
count variables, and timing variables.

Our algorithm uses an auxiliary \database",
TimeDB, to hold the execution times for sequences. If
the time for a sequence is not present in the TimeDB,
it will get the simulator to execute the corresponding
sequence and store the execution time. Thus, each se-
quence only has to be executed once.

The set SeqSet holds the sequences that are to be
executed. We start the main loop of the algorithmwith
a list containing all pairs in the timing graph.

The algorithm takes a sequence from the SeqSet, ex-
ecutes it, and determines whether a timing e�ect is
present. If a timing e�ect is found, the corresponding
timing e�ect variable are added to the CspSet. Finally,
we check whether the sequence needs to be extended to
capture more timing e�ects. If so, the sequence is ex-
tended, and all extensions to the sequence are inserted
into SeqSet (there might be several extensions to each
sequence { one for each successor to the last node in
the sequence).

6.1. Extension Condition

A central problem in the algorithm is to determine
when to generate extensions to a sequence. Sequences
that do not cause timing e�ects should not be executed.
Since our algorithm works by successively extending
sequences, we call this the extension condition. The
solution to this problem depends on the properties of
the processor pipeline.
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// First, get timing for each node in TGraph
for each node n in TGraph do

s = create sequence with only n in

tn = get time for sequence s from TimeDB

add time tn for node n to CspSet

end do

// Second, generate initial sequences of length two
for each node n in TGraph do

for each node m 2 succ(n) in TGraph do

s = sequence n � m

add sequence s to SeqSet

end do

end do

// Third, generate all timing e�ects and constraints
until SeqSet is empty do

s = remove sequence from SeqSet

// calculate time for edge
l = get length of s

get times ts; ts[2::l]; ts[1::l�1] and ts[2::l�1]

from TimeDB

calculate �s = ts � ts[2::l] � ts[1::l�1] + ts[2::l�1]

// add timing e�ects and constraints
add �s for sequence s to CspSet

add constraints for sequence s to CspSet

// check if longer sequences are needed
for each node n 2 succ(s[l]) in TGraph do

if (s[1] can affect n) then

s0 = create sequence s � n

add sequence s0 to SeqSet

end if

end do

end do

Figure 10. Algorithm

We have designed extension conditions that works
for ordinary in-order single-issue pipelines. We assume
that the CPU pipeline ful�lls the following conditions:

1. At most one instruction is started each cycle (sin-
gle issue).

2. Instructions are processed in-order.

3. No instruction can a�ect the execution time of an-
other instructions after it exited from the pipeline:
all delay e�ects are taken immediately, and do not
propagate to later instructions.

4. The only resource shared between pipeline stages
is the memory interface, and it is only shared be-
tween the instruction fetch stage (the entry point

tA=10

oA=7

The next instruction can enter the
pipeline on cycle 4.

fA=4

Figure 11. Illustration of the definition of oA.

to the pipeline) and the (data) memory access
stage.

5. Access to the memory interface is arbitrated in
such a way that the memory access stage can be
stalled at most once by an instruction fetch before
progressing.5

6. Besides the e�ects of assumptions 4 and 5, no in-
struction can a�ect the execution time of an in-
struction entering the pipeline before it.

These conditions hold for all single-issue CPUs we
have studied, and they allow us to avoid the timing
anomalies for dynamically-scheduled CPUs presented
by Lundqvist and Stenstr�om [17].

According to assumptions 2 and 3, we can termi-
nate the process of examining longer sequences when
all instructions from the �rst node in the sequence have
left the pipeline. However, since we are using a sim-
ulator, we cannot directly inspect the pipeline state.
Instead, we need to �nd a (safe) approximation using
the information made available to us by the simulator:

� The execution time for a certain stream of instruc-
tions.

� The point in time when a certain instruction enters
the pipeline (available since we feed the simulator
with instructions).

Our approximation is to stop the generation of
longer sequences starting with a node A when oA in-
structions have been fetched into the pipeline after the
last instruction of A was fetched.

The value of oA depends on the properties of node
A and is de�ned as the number of clock cycles that A
executes after the last instruction of A has been fetched
into the pipeline when A executes on its own. Note
that oA is determined by using clock cycles, but that it
is used for instruction counting. It can be calculated
as oA= tA � fA + 1, where fA is the time for the �rst

5It is not necessary that the memory access stage does not
starve the instruction fetch stage, since there are only a �nite
number of instructions in the pipeline, thus making the delay on
the instruction fetch bounded.
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instruction fetch after all instructions from A have been
fetched. Figure 11 illustrates the relation between oA,
fA and tA.

According to assumption 1, at most oA instructions
can be executed in oA clock cycles. Thus, unless the ex-
ecution of node A gets extended due to pipeline interfer-
ence from later instructions, no more than oA successive
instructions can be a�ected by instructions belonging
to node A.

According to assumptions 4 and 6, the only way
to extend the execution time of A is when there is a
conict between a memory access by any instruction
in A and the fetch of a later instruction. In this case,
the execution of A might6 require more time.

However, according to assumption 5, the blocked in-
struction will grab the memory immediately after the
end of the instruction fetch. Thus, no more instruc-
tions will be fetched until after the memory access has
completed, and the instruction in A can continue exe-
cuting. This means that each delay to an instruction in
A will lead to a corresponding delay in the instruction
fetching, allowing no more instructions to be fetched
than if there had been no conict.

Note that there is an upper bound on the longest
sequence that can have a pipeline e�ect, since every
instruction and thus every node will complete its ex-
ecution sooner or later (after a node has �nished, it
can no longer a�ect other nodes and thus there will be
no timing e�ects). Also, for pipelined CPUs, timing
e�ects are always present between pairs of nodes.

6.2. Algorithm Complexity

An upper bound on the number of sequences that
we need to execute using our algorithm is O(n � kl�1)
where n is the number of nodes in the timing graph, k
is the maximumnumber of successors a node can have,
and l is the maximumdistance (in nodes) between two
nodes where we can get a pipeline e�ect.

Proof: �rst consider the number of sequence simu-
lations that are made with a speci�c node as the start
node. We will get k0 paths of length 1, k1 paths of
length 2, : : : , kl�1 paths of length l. This means that
the total number of simulations runs needed for one
start node is never more than

Pl�1
i=0 k

i, which can be
simpli�ed to [24]:

kl � 1

k � 1

Since the pipeline timing e�ect for a sequence is for-
mulated using execution times for shorter sequences,

6For example, on the Hitachi SH3 [12] the memory access in
A will take precedence, leading to zero delay for A, but if the
instruction fetch takes precedence, A will be delayed.

and each sequence of nodes only need to be executed
once, we conclude that the maximum number of simu-
lation runs needed for n nodes is bounded by:

n �
kl � 1

k � 1
) O(n � kl�1)

Note that on average, k is likely to be less than two
(most basic blocks in a program have only one or two
successors).

7. Applicability and Evaluation

The WCET analysis approach presented in this pa-
per is applicable to all pipelined CPUs featuring in-
order single-dispatch. This includes a large set of CPU
cores: all simple 8- and 16-bit processors (most of
which have no pipeline at all), and most of the em-
bedded 32-bit CPUs.

For all CPUs where all instructions ow through all
stages in the pipeline, the analysis of pipeline e�ects
across more than two nodes is not necessary. Examples
of such CPUs are the NEC V850E [20], the ARM7 [1],
and the integer part of the MIPS R4000 [9].

The modeling of pipeline e�ects across more than
two basic blocks is needed when instructions start ex-
ecution in a common pipeline, but then branch out
to parallel functional units. A typical example is the
oating point pipeline of the MIPS R4000 discussed
earlier.

There are some cases where integer pipelines exhibit
this kind of partially parallel behavior. For example,
on the Mitsubishi M32R [18], loads can execute in par-
allel to the instructions following them. On the Hitachi
SH7700 [11], multiplications execute for up to three cy-
cles in a special pipeline stage (after the �nish stage for
non-multiplication instructions).

It is di�cult to experimentally evaluate our ap-
proach, since the applicability of the full model depends
heavily on the processor and the instructions used in
program code. However, it is clear that there are many
processors on the market today requiring an advanced
pipeline model like the one we have presented. We
have broadened the applicability of the IPET method
to include more CPUs than was previously possible to
model.

8. Future work

Our long-term aim is to integrate a WCET analy-
sis tool within the framework of a the commercial IAR
Systems C/C++ development environment for embed-
ded systems [13], which will make WCET analysis a
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viable and accessible technique for practioners in the
real-time and embedded systems �eld.

In addition, there are several interesting machine-
level timing analysis issues that need to be addressed
in order to allow timing analysis of advanced CPUs.

We need to extend our pipeline analysis to multiple-
issue (especially important for DSP applications) and
out-of-order pipelines.

Data cache and cache hierarchy modeling is still an
open problem, even though some work has been per-
formed [27, 19]. We consider data caches to be more
important, since they are likely to appear in embedded
applications before multi-level cache hierarchies.

There are many other performance-enhancing fea-
tures used in modern processors that need to be mod-
eled. A primary research target is advanced branch
processing features like branch target bu�ers, branch
predictors, and branch folding [10].

An interesting project would be to use real hardware
instead of a simulator. This is, however, rather di�-
cult because of the di�culties involved in controlling
and obtaining time measurements from real pipelined
hardware7.

9. Conclusions

This paper demonstrates solutions to several prob-
lems involved in the low-level timing analysis for
pipelined CPUs using the Implicit Path Enumeration
Technique (IPET) [23]:

� How to handle pipeline interference across mul-
tiple basic blocks, without using conservative as-
sumptions.

� How to identify relevant paths across multiple ba-
sic blocks in the program path modeling, without
resorting to modeling all possible paths.

� How to obtain the execution times for basic blocks
from existing simulators, thus removing the prob-
lem of de�ning a special-purpose pipeline analysis
technique.

� How to incorporate results from cache analysis
(and analyses) into the pipeline model, while keep-
ing the analyses separate.

Using these techniques, we can handle arbitrary in-
order single-issue pipelines, in a tool that is easy to
port and where it is easy to incorporate new analyses
(e.g. for branch prediction or data caches).

7Breakpoints often have a \skid" where the CPU may run for
several cycles before stopping, which makes exact timing very
di�cult.

We show how a real-life processor (mis)feature can
be modeled, enabling the use of automatic analysis for
wide range of commercial CPU cores presently being
used for embedded real-time systems.
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